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Presentation Notes
As I am sure you have found by now, legal research can often leave you feeling like this.�A lot of the frustration that comes with conducting research in electronic databases is developing appropriate keywords and then creating effective search queries with those keywords.  �The webinar earlier today discussed creating a research plan, my focus is on the terms and connectors you have at your disposal to formulate a search query with your chosen keywords.�



How do you develop keywords?
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Presentation Notes
How do you develop keywords?  The first thing to do is define your research question.  How do you do that?It is useful to separate the facts in categoriesFor example:People- PlaceThingsOther useful categories:Conduct of partiesMental states of partiesInjury sufferedThe art of creating an inquiry is express the query concretely enough that accurately describe the nature of the problem you are trying to solve but also abstractly enough that it will lead you to relevant information, even if it does not address the precise specificity of the problem.If you know very little about a topic, you will find yourself often returning to this step several times, as you gain more knowledge and more vocabulary about a topic.



How do you develop keywords?

You can develop a 
research question 
using the facts of the 
situation you are 
presented.

Categories:

• People  
 Defined in terms of their legal 

relationships or obligations 

• Place
 The geographic location controls 

what jurisdiction applies.
 The location can also affect which 

legal rules apply. 

• Things
 Tangible- eg. car
 Intangible- eg. vacation 
 Cause of Action- eg. negligence,      

crime, breach of contract
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Let’s define your research question
Casey lives in a condominium he 

purchased five years ago.  The condo is 

located in Miami Beach.  Casey arrived 

home yesterday to find his home 

flooded.  All his furniture and laminate 

flooring is destroyed.  It appears that 

his neighbor upstairs left the water 

running in the bath tub and it 

overflowed.  Casey has asked you if he 

can recover any damages.

Categories:

• People  
 Defined in terms of their legal 

relationships or obligations 

• Place
 The geographic location controls 

what jurisdiction applies.
 The location can also affect which 

legal rules apply. 

• Things
 Tangible- eg. car
 Intangible- eg. vacation 
 Cause of Action- eg. negligence,      

crime, breach of contract
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Casey lives in a condominium he purchased 

five years ago.  The condo is located in 

Miami Beach.  Casey arrived home 

yesterday to find his home flooded.  All his 

furniture and laminate flooring is 

destroyed.  It appears that his neighbor

upstairs left the water running in the bath 

tub and it overflowed.  Casey has asked 

you if he can recover any damages.

In Florida, can a 
condominium owner 
recover damages for 
water damage caused 
by a neighbor’s 
actions?

People – Place – Things

Let’s define your research question
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Now you have to link these keywords together and develop a search query



Natural Language

Boolean 

vs.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s first discuss the difference between natural language searching and Boolean searching with terms and connectors.



• Default method of search in most 
search engines

• A probability formula is used to 
determine the results according to the 
language in your search.

• This type of search puts 

 more control in the hands of 
probability algorithms

 less control in the hands of the 
researcher.

NATURAL LANGUAGE SEARCHING 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Eg. If probability indicates that two words in your search usually function in a certain relationship, the computer will search based on that probability.The order in which results appear is also based on a function of probability.Drawback is that you might not get everything you need and you have less control over themAlso less helpful for someone new to a topic who doesn’t know specific words, terms of art, or the relationships that will elicit the best results.



• More sophisticated search method 
available in most academic databases.  

• Some basic Boolean operators function 
in search engines like Google.

• The search is based on controlled 
relationships between the search terms. 

• This type of search puts 

 more control in the hands of the  
researcher

 less control in the hands of the 
probability algorithms. 

BOOLEAN  SEARCHING 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The database will search for the precise terms you include, in the precise relationships you specify.It is named after named after this gentleman, George Boole, a mathematician who helped developed a field of symbolic logic known as Boolean Algebra, basically applying algebra to human logic.Boolean logic is used to construct search statements using logical connectors.  This kind of searching allows you to more accurately express the concept you are seeking.Let’s look first at the three most basic logical operatorsAND OR NOT



and CatsDogs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s look first at the three most basic logical operatorsAND OR NOTThe AND connector means that terms on both sides of the connector must be somewhere in the document in order to be retrieved.It will create a narrow result with fewer results, as any document retrieved must have each term- Dogs & Cats



“global warming”

and
“sea level rise”

and
California

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The and operator is generally used to join different kinds of concept, or different aspects of the question



or Dogs Cats

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s look first at the three most basic logical operatorsAND OR NOTThe OR connector means that at least one of the terms on both sides of the connector must be somewhere in the document in order to be retrieved.It will create broad search result with more results, as any document retrieved will have either Dogs or CatsOR means MORE



“global warming”

or
“greenhouse effect”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The or operator is usually used to join similar , equivalent or synonymous concepts



not CatsDogs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The NOT connector will exclude documents containing whatever term follows the NOT  It will create a very narrow result with far fewer results, as any document retrieved must have each terms- one term Dogs, but not the other CatsSo any document that has the word dog and also cat will not appear in your search result.



“global warming”

and
“sea level rise”

not
California

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You would normally NOT use this when you have performed a search and determined you don’t want to see pages containing a particular word or phrase,But it should be used with extreme caution, as it will eliminate an entire result, some of which may still be of use to you for other information it contains.The first two terms MUST be somewhere in the document, but any page with California will be thrown out of the results.



Attorney and Malpractice

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These three connectors are available in just about any electronic databases, including the internetOne limitation of these connectors is that they search an entire document.So, for example, if you want to find cases about attorneys committing malpractice, the searchAttorneys and malpractice is too broad.For example, it will find cases about medical malpractice that also have the word attorney anywhere in the document,Like a sentence saying “the plaintiff’s attorney objected to the evidence”



Attorney and Malpractice
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These three connectors are available in just about any electronic databases, including the internetOne limitation of these connectors is that they search an entire document.So, for example, if you want to find cases about attorneys committing malpractice, the searchAttorneys and malpractice is too broad.For example, it will find cases about medical malpractice that also have the word attorney anywhere in the document,Like a sentence saying “the plaintiff’s attorney objected to the evidence”



Proximity 
Connectors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
westlaw and lexis, and most other legal research databases have more sophisticated connectors to help solve this problem.Proximity operators will allow you to search for terms within a document based on their proximity to each other.



/p /s /#

attorney /s malpractice
attorney /5 malpractice

attorney /20 malpractice

Search for terms within the 
same paragraph

attorney /p malpractice

Search for terms within the 
same sentence

Search for terms within a 
specified number of words 

from each other

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These connectors will allow you to search for terms within a specified number of words from each other.



+p +s +#

attorney +s malpractice
attorney +5 malpractice

attorney +20 malpractice

Search for terms 
within the same 

paragraph where the 
first term appears 
before the second

attorney +p malpractice

Search for terms 
within the same 

sentence where the 
first term appears 
before the second

Search for terms 
within a specified 
number of words 

where the first 
term appears 

before the second

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These connectors will allow you to search for terms within a specified number of words from each other.



Word Variations
How to work with

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most databases will also offer symbols for dealing with word variationsLike a search that would include both the withdraw and withdrewOr for a search that would search for adopt, adopted, adoption, adoptee



Root Expander

!
depreciat!

depreciate, depreciated, depreciating, depreciation  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A root expander will typically be placed at the end a word to substitute for any number of characters.It is often an exclamation point, but the symbol may be different in some databases, for example, in Lexis it is an * asterisk.



Root Expander

!
harass!

harass, harassment, harassed, harassing 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A root expander will typically be placed at the end a word to substitute for any number of characters.It is often an exclamation point, but the symbol may be different in some databases, for example, in Lexis it is an * asterisk.



Wildcard Character

*
dr*nk

drink, drank, drunk

bl**d
blood, bleed,blind, blond

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A universal character will replace one character.Typically, it is an asterisk, but for example, in Lexis is a question markYou can use more than one universal character in one word



Phrases

“  ”“attractive nuisance”
“double jeopardy”

“biological and chemical weapons”

biological weapons, chemical weapons, 
chemical and biological weapons

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To search for a specific phrase, put the phrase in quotesThis might be best for a term of art, or when you are certain that any relevant documents you need will only contains those words in that format.You must you caution using a phrase, as a phrase will vastly narrow your results, eliminating documents that may be relevant



• System DOES search both regular and most 
irregular plurals

• A search for the singular form of a word will 
search for both the singular and plural forms

dog will retrieve  dog and dogs

• A search for the plural form of a word will 
search for only the  plural

dogs will only retrieve dogs

woman will retrieve woman and women
fungus will retrieve fungus and fungi

Plurals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Both westlaw and lexis automatically search for both the singular and regular plural forms when you enter the singular form.Westlaw and Lexis searches both regular plurals, those created by adding an s at the end of the word, and irregular plurals, like woman and womenIf in doubt, it is best to use a root expander or wildcard to help.



a, an, as, on, under, with, the 

Stop or Noise Words

“The dog bite caused an injury”

Searches for

“dog bite caused injury”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most databases will also contain stop words that will not be searched.  These words vary from database to database,But some examples include a, an, as, on, under, with, the,Try to avoid using those words in your terms and connectors search



Westlaw

A space is interpreted as 

an “or” connector

Lexis

A space is typically 
interpreted as an “and” 
connector but may be 

affected by other 
connectors present in the 

search

Spaces



Westlaw
• “ ”
• OR
• Proximity connectors 

+#,/#,+s, /s, +p, /p 
smallest to biggest #, 
then s, then p

• AND
• NOT

Lexis
• NOT

• OR

• Proximity connectors 
/#, /s, /p left to right

• AND

Order of Operation



Your client’s teacup Yorkie bit a house guest, 
causing “severe” injury. 

Order of Operation
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Your client’s teacup Yorkie bit a house guest, 
causing “severe” injury. 

Order of Operation

TERMS
dog               pet            bite
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dog    or     pet    and     bite
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How do you solve this problem?

Order of Operation



(         )

Presenter
Presentation Notes




petdog

bite
dog or pet and bite

You can also nest 
your operators, to 
create more 
complex search 
terms

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can also nest your operators, to create more complex search termsDOG or pet AND bite



petdog

bite
dog or (pet and bite)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can nest your operators, to create more complex search termsdog or (cat and bite)



petdog

bite
dog and pet and bite



petdog

bite
(dog or pet) and bite

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(dog or pet) and bite



Ambiguity Synonymy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Terms and connectors help you solve problems connected with some basic linguistic difficulties.:A lot of the frustration that comes with conducting research in electronic databases is combating some basic linguistic difficulties:�Ambiguity   and synonymy.Let’s discuss Synonymy�Synonymy is the problem of being able to express a concept in many different ways:  �For example-  These are all photos domestic animals.If you were researching our previous example about the Yorkie bite, there are direct synonymsLike dog, Yorkshire terrier, Rottweiler, but then more abstract synonyms, like pet or domesticated animal.The results of any of these connected to bite would be relevant in my analysis of the issue,these terms all express essentially the same concept and the results may all contain information relevant to my search.�Now Let’s look at Ambiguity.Ambiguity is the problem
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Synonymy
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Let’s discuss Synonymy�Synonymy is the problem of being able to express a concept in many different ways:  �For example-  These are all photos domestic animals.If you were researching our previous example about the Yorkie bite, there are direct synonymsLike dog, Yorkshire terrier, Rottweiler, but then more abstract synonyms, like pet or domesticated animal.The results of any of these connected to bite would be relevant in my analysis of the issue,these terms all express essentially the same concept and the results may all contain information relevant to my search.�



PetDog

Yorkshire Terrier

Canine

Rottweiler

Domestic Animal

Synonymy

Presenter
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Terms and connectors help you solve problems connected with some basic linguistic difficulties.:A lot of the frustration that comes with conducting research in electronic databases is combating some basic linguistic difficulties:�Ambiguity   and synonymy.Let’s discuss Synonymy�Synonymy is the problem of being able to express a concept in many different ways:  �For example-  These are all photos domestic animals.If you were researching our previous example about the Yorkie bite, there are direct synonymsLike dog, Yorkshire terrier, Rottweiler, but then more abstract synonyms, like pet or domesticated animal.The results of any of these connected to bite would be relevant in my analysis of the issue,these terms all express essentially the same concept and the results may all contain information relevant to my search.�Now Let’s look at Ambiguity.Ambiguity is the problem



Ambiguity
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�Now Let’s look at Ambiguity.Ambiguity is the problem where multiple concepts can be expressed by the same word



Ambiguity

Dissolution
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Presentation Notes
Now Let’s look at Ambiguity.Ambiguity is the problem where multiple concepts can be expressed by the same wordsFor Example:The word dissolution can refer to:Dissolution of marriageOr the dissolution of a corporationThe word counselor can refer to:An AttorneyA mental health counselorA School Guidance CounselorA Camp CounselorOvercoming synonymy and ambiguity is one of the first steps to effective legal research



Ambiguity

Counselor

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now Let’s look at Ambiguity.Ambiguity is the problem where multiple concepts can be expressed by the same wordsFor Example:The word dissolution can refer to:Dissolution of marriageOr the dissolution of a corporationThe word counselor can refer to:An AttorneyA mental health counselorA School Guidance CounselorA Camp CounselorOvercoming synonymy and ambiguity is one of the first steps to effective legal research



How effective is my search?

Precision Recall
Finding ONLY what you want to find

For example:
Finding EVERYTHING you want to find

For example:

attorney
barrister
lawyer

litigator

counselor

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you conduct legal research, you should have two measures in mind to gauge how well your searches are going.Precision And recallPrecision means finding only what you want to find.A precise search about attorney would include documents where“counselor” means attorney but exclude documents where it means camp counselor.Recall means finding everything that you want to findA search for documents about attorneys with good recall would find articles that use any of the words: barrister, counselor, lawyer, or litigator.
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So, as a researcher, you are trying to balance these linguistic difficulties of synonymy and ambiguity  with your goal  of precision and good recall, with the aim, of course, that precision and recall will outweigh the problems of synonymy and ambiguity.



Attorney and Malpractice

(attorney or lawyer) /10 malpractice

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this example we looked at previously,There are issues of synonymy and ambiguity in the words attorney and in the word malpractice, which is why we have difficulty with the search just using the AND connectorWe can address it in different waysFor attorney we may contemplate the synonyms for the words and use “or”For malpractice we use a proximity connector to connect malpractice more closely to the kind of malpractice we are talking about and increase the relevance and balance the ambiguity.



Casey lives in a condominium he purchased five years ago.  Casey arrived home 

yesterday to find his home flooded.  All his furniture and laminate flooring is 

destroyed.  It appears that his neighbor upstairs left the water running in the bath 

tub and it overflowed.  Casey has asked you if he can recover any damages.

Example

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are issues of synonymy in the first fact pattern we looked at.



Casey lives in a condominium he purchased five years ago.  Casey arrived home 

yesterday to find his home flooded.  All his furniture and laminate flooring is 

destroyed.  It appears that his neighbor upstairs left the water running in the 

bath tub and it overflowed.  Casey has asked you if he can recover any damages.

Example
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For example-  These are all photos of problems caused by water.There many ways we can express this concept:If I were searching for resources, I might use Water damageWater intrusionLeak Flood



Water Damage

Water Intrusion

Leak

Flood

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For example-  These are all photos of problems caused by water.There many ways we can express this concept:If I were searching for resources, I might use Water damageWater intrusionLeak Flood



Casey lives in a condominium he purchased five years ago.  Casey arrived home 

yesterday to find his home flooded.  All his furniture and laminate flooring is 

destroyed.  It appears that his neighbor upstairs left the water running in the bath 

tub and it overflowed.  Casey has asked you if he can recover any damages.

Example

PollEv.com/biancaanders607

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Try to construct a search query for the first fact pattern we looked at using terms and connectors.

https://pollev.com/biancaanders607




banderson@law.miami.edu

Contact Information
Bianca Anderson
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